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Introduction

Decisions that make a
posibve difference

Thanks to Connie Lyle O'Brien.
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Brian and his family rely on their community's human
services because of his severe disability. Brian's recent ex-
periences illustrate the ldnd of human service decisions that
make a difference in the lives of the people involved.

Brian works in a nuts= cleaning the dining room,
stocking the salad bar, and assisting with food preparation. At
age 26, it is his Ibst job. lits mother says, "He was proud to get a
name tag. He is ems proud of the ides that he works like every-body.else." His co-workers say he enjoys being pan of their
group. His anployer says he does a good job, most of the time.
Brian says wry little, but most work days he gets up without
difficulty and much of the time he does his tasks willingly and
capably.

Grmm lane staff recognize that difficult behavior, which
led to his institutionalized= and has frustrated their efforts at
behavior management, happens less frequently since he has been
working. Its job coach notices that Brian seldom bites himself.
swears loudly, or sucks his thumb at work and thinks it is mostly
because of the influence of his co-workers and his imerest in his
job-

Brian is not cured. He still has significant difficulty with
self =trot and he continues to need same extra help from his
supervisor, some =a help front his co-workers, and some
assistance from his job coach. He still has difficult times at the
group home. lf he lost his job, he would need a great de.al of help
to fmd another one.

Brian does have mere satisfying days, the opportunity to be
pan of a work group, the chance to learn new things and earn a
wage, and the status of being a worker. Those close to him have a
renewed sense of a poStive Mum for him. As his mother says,
"Every year we think he has come to his full potential and he
keeps on going." (adapted from Guy, Scott, Hasazi, & Patten.
1989, p. 10)

What's worth working for? /



Comnsmity living for everyone

Jabs; not %toning made

Support b fd changing
individual needs

Services shape people's
experience of community

Brian changes became the service provklers and
policy makers he relies on have changed their thinking,
their policies, and their maim Became they resolved to
make community living possible fix everyone, regardless of
tIn extent of disability, Brian retuned frmn the institution
to his hum community. Because they discarded the im-
helpfid1eathat Brian was nce zeady to work until his
behavior was under control, he has a job. Because they
have learned to develop individual kto that offer the
oppcunmity to be pm of a work group, Brian spends his
work hams and his break times with people who are not
disabled in an culinary testammt near where he lives.
Because they recognize that he might want or need to
change jobs, they want to maintain the capacity to suppon
him as his circumstances chimp. Ms struggle for effective
communication and self-control continues, but now in the
comer, of greater participation in caununity life. With
cooueration from the other people he relies on, his life
changa, mostly for the bener, a step at a tin*. Kis mother's
lite improves. And there are small, mostly positive changes
for his employer and co-workers as they get to know Brian.
And service staff have more demanding and satisfying jobs.

The designers and providers of human services
affect the daily experiences and the finure prospects of the
people, families, and communities who rely on them. Their
policies and daily practice influence...

1 where a person who depends on services lives, learns,
works, and plays

1 what activities fill the person's days

If who the person gets to know and where the person
belongs

the way the person arid others understand who the
person is



Leadership for Quality

Whai someone depends on services for housing, necessary
personal assistance, mid daily occupadan over a long
period, as many people with seven disabilities do. services
become life defining.

The fundanantal westion for those =caned with
high quality services for people with severe disabilities is,

Tho question How can we use our resources
to assist the people wlmo rely on us

to live better lives?

Engaging ambiguity

As Brian's mother reminds us, the r xion of a better life is
necessarily ambiguous. Because he gets kip that is respon-
sive to his intmems and needs, Brian keeps outgrowing
other people's ideas of what a good life for him will be.

Openness to the question of how to mobilize
resources to assist better lives causes uneasiness. Human
service organizations can't manufacture better lives. People
weave better lives from the resources afforded by individ-
ual effon, personal relationships, available opportunities.
and help from services. So the outcomes of service to
people with severe disabilities arise from collaboration
between the rason, family and friends, neighbors, class-
mates. co-workers, employers, and service providers.
Frustration awaits those who desire both control of neces-
sary services through quantifiable objective& standard
procedures, and well defined lines of accountability and
assistance toward better lives for people.

Engagement with tix question of how to assist
people to live better lives increases uncertainty, the possi-
bility of conflict, and the demand for change. But respon-
sible policy makers and practitioners wail ny to dodge the
question by reducing the pursuit of service quality to
conformity with external standards and regulations or by
revealing into arguments about the impossibility of doing
anything until science produces objective measures of
"better lives." Avoiding the question reduces decision
makers discomfon, but at the cost of denying the links
between service practice and the realities of life for people

What's worth working for? I 3



Leadership is...

with disabilities, their families, and (=amity members.
Such denial aus off policy makers and prictitknen from
essential informatkm, reduces their options for effective
action, and compromises the integrity of duir efforts by
shifting the whole burden of change to the pason with a
severe disatty.

The question of how to anis beau lives tests and
builds leadenthip. Leadershhi means mobilizing maple's
resources to make progress on difficult problems
(Heifem & Sinder, 1988):

...working on difficult problems Problems for which definitions must be negotiated
among people with different understandings

Activity, not position

Whars worth working for? / 4

Problems for which respones must be invented rather
than simply selected from a menu of proven solutions

Problems which the people involved feel pressure to
avoid because making progress implks personal. organ-
izational, and social learning and change.

Leadership does not flow from a position on the organiza-
tion chart or an expression of personal charisma Anyone
leads when performing the activities that enable people to
face and deal with the complex situatices that arise when a
service organization works to learn how to assist people to
make better lives for themselves.

This paper discusses three activities of leadership for
improved service quality. First, shaping direction through
vision. Second, identifying distinctive convibutions by
clarifying legitimate purposes of services for people who
need log term assistance. And, third, guiding daily work
on problems by defming the accomplishments of effective
services.



A Vial= ot inclusive Commtmay

Vision wises from fildening

Vision animmes and directs people's action toward
a desirable future that is stlikely to happen wahout effort
and learning. vision descrtles the circum-
stances in *itch people with disatilities can lead better
lives. Judith Snow (1987, p. 1) speaks powerfUlly to many
concerned people:

In order to mate Ix expand the capacity of COMMU-
nities to tespond to their own members, it is clear
that a fimdametnal activity of change is to welcome
people with disalAlides into ordinary, Mt networks
of relaticmship. To achieve such a welcome, disabil-
ity and those who cany k must be seen as less
threatening and burdenscane, if not in fact as un-
usual gifts to the header social structure. People
must see that disability does nra have to be fixed or
cured, but accepted and challenged. The individual
must be welcomed, celelmated and listened to,
challenged and opported in every environment to
develop every talent that he or ate potentially has,
just as ordinary people should be. His or her ccetri-
butions must be facilitated and used kw the benefit
of the wider group. In short, every citizen must be
an ordinary citizen.

This paper follows Judith Snow in seeldng a vision of in-
clusive comnumity. A vision of inclusive commmunity
points in a different directicm than a vision of human
services that meet all needs within their buildings and
boundaries would. Tk search for the excellent self-
contained service program leaves people wandering in a
blind alley; while the search for ways to build more inclu-
sive community directs attention to the network of streets
and roads that can lead to opportunities for better lives for
everyone (McKnight, 1987).

Expressions of vision arise from careful listening
and thoughtful reflection on the experience and interests of
the people concerned. Visim energizes by creating tension
with current reality; it communicates how the people
involved want things to be different. Statements of vision
feel right and vital to the people concerned, even if they

What's worth working tor? / 5



Tho paw of vision

No Mari MS

To develop vision...

...007WerSO
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may seem suange, impactical, or wen foolish to oduss.
Vision can be &wen, but it cam: be coerced. People
don't finish whit a Asian rather, as they work toward It,
their qpreciation dim meaning deepens and the words and
symbols that consmmkne gmw richer and clearet

A Inman smite organization whcse members
discover and ammik thenselves to a common vision of.
inclusive ccomminky lus an alternative to bureaxuatic
connol mechanisms. People with a common vision have a
sense of ditectkm. They End k easier to face difficult
simatkons, cooperate, deal with conflicts, create innova-
dons, and stick wkla their work when things get difficult
than people controlled only by hierarchial relationships do.
(Bennis & Nanus, 1985),

The attractiveness of having a vision tempts some
managers to counterfeit one by imposing a statement
through administrative authority. However, there are no
shortcuts. Visice can only be shapedby listening, reflecting,
and learning through action. A person involved with the or-
ganized= thcluding a person with a disability or a
family member contributes to developing vision through
these simple, but difficult activities:

0 Invite a variety of people to desczibe their sense of a
desirable funue for people with disabilities, their fami-
lies, and other members of their communities. Listen
carefully and respectfully for the kind of community
people want to create to support their search for
better lives. Pay special attention to people with dis-
abilities, their families and friends.

0 Keep the conversation going beyond statements about
the internal state of the person with a disability (like
"being happy" or "reaching full potential"). Ask, "What
would it take to increase the chances of being happy or
reaching potential?'

0 Critically study the thoughts of others who have consid-
ered the situation of people with disabilities and the
question of developing strong communities.

0 Reflect on what people say. Think about what social



...act

...renew

circumstances will make it possible for people with
disabilities at pursue beim lives. Look for common
shams and vibtant knew among the different answers
people give. Think about whether or not conflicting
answers point toward smne common intention.

O Practice esprit:sing a vision that captures and vividly
communicates what people want to work toward to-
gether. Try alternative ways to ckarly express vision:
experiment with different symbols and media. Check
expressions aping other peopk's felt sense of a trim
and exciting direction.

O Ask for agreement about vision, "Is lois really aka we
want to crater Declare personal cemmitment to work
toward the vision.

O Feel the tension between the vision and current reality,
"How does this vision stretch us?' "Does it test our
courage to describe the distance between what we now
have and what we want?"

O Scan for oppornmities to vy behavior consistent with
the vision. Keep asking, "How can we respond to this
situation in a way that moves us toward our vision?'

O Make time to refresh the vision by renewed listening,
reflecting on how working toward the vision deepens or
modifies its meaning, reaching out to involve new
people. and celebrating.

F

What's worth working for? / 7



Organizational Purpose

Vision evaes finure social condidons that will make
pusitde better lives for people with disabilities . &genies-

Distinctive contribution donal purism specifies the distinctive contribudon a panicular
human service program can make to creating those conditions.
Orpmizational purpose

1 Identifies the position the program seeks in the lives of the
people who rely on k and in their communities

I Delimits organizatitmal contracts by defining the ldnds of
promises the program can legitimately make

1 Concentrates vim by Ming out a number of possible
courses of action

I Promotes organizational learning by presenting assump-
tions about what is possible and what is not and focusing
what the organization needs to learn

Statements of organizational purpose answer the basic question
from people with disabilities, their families, and their commu-
nities: "How can you help?"

Three purposes of human services for
people who require long term support

A desirable personal future

What's worth working for? / 8

These three purposes of services for people who require
long term support (O'Brien & Lyle, 1987) offer a starting point
for a human service organization's efforts to understand,
articulate, and negotiate its purposes.

.6 Assist people with disabilities, along with their families
and friends, to discover and move toward a desirable
personal future as part of ordinary community life.

Help people. as necessary, to define their interests and ca.
pacities, often by helping them discov.r, try and evaluate a
variety of new experiences

Assist in development of opportunities for people to pursue
their interests in community settinp including workplaces.
schools, and a honv of the person's choice



Provide or =Inge the assistance. **dons, systematic
isugnankm, or other supports mom for the person to use
commtmity opporumities.

A human what that amps
this impose wit..

...move away from...

miximary focus an people's deficiencies;
treannents: & reofessionahdlem !dation-
thips

...congiegating people with disaltities
together for soviet purposes

...htunan service owned & operated build-

ings

Build competent
communities

...move toward

alliances with people with disabilities,
their families, & friends

ewes** visions of desirable personal
Mures, even for people who have very
limited meekness or great difficulty com-
mimics**

beim incomorsting neoessery. skiiied help
with health, mobility. commutation. learning.

id selt-cestrol too the memo of mdtaaty
setting

...iseemoalising support to match individual

nee&

0. Offer needed help in ways that support and strengthen
comnunity competence.

Support. don't substitute for, families and friends who care

Strengthen links to community networks

Expand membership in community associations

Increase the inclusiveness of regular classrooms, the open-
ness of the local economy by developing a variety of jobs
for people with disabilities, and the number of adults with
disabilities who lease or own homes

Improve the effectiveness and inclusiveness of the services
and benefits available to all citizens

Build alliances with people and groups concerned with
improving community life.

What's worth working tor? / 9



A human sank* that norepti
this purpose wig

...move away from...

...all or nothing scrvice designs

... the assumption that service providere
mussily l:now bees than people with
disabilide s. their families aad &lends,
and ordinary people who sham class-
rooms, work places & neighborhoods
with people with

...positioning the service as a charity
worthy of community suppon because
of the good k does for unfonunates

staff disconnection from community
people, organizatiofts, & activities.

SuPPert 900d
impluiences now

A human service that accepts
this purpose will...

What's worth working for? / 10

...move towwd...

... sharing respcusibWty for providing assistance
with families, Winds, classmates,coworkas, and
neighbors

mconsultisq; people about low they would define
and solve problems for themselves

... positioning the service ea worthy of support
because it builds the inclusiveness a the commu-
nity

... staff involvement with community people. Or-
ganizaion s. and activities.

44 Offer needed help in ways that protect and promote
valued experiences now for the people who rely on
servkes,

Identify, solve, and evaluate day to day problems in
terms of their impact on the quality of people's every-
day experience.

Evaluate long term investments in terms of their impact
on the quality of people's everyday experience.

...move away trom...

...evaluating people in terms of
what they must do to get ready
for valued experiences

... assessing experiences
imposed by service providers on
groups of people as "for their
own good" or as "what they
clmose"

... erecting service continuua
which require people with severe
disabilities to earn their way to
valued experiences

...move toward...

...determining what it would
take to offer a person good
experiences today

...assessing experiences imposed
by service providers by asking
the people involved for their own
evaluations and by asking "How
would this seem to me if I were
eiperisucing it?"

...develging policies and
services that We: flexible
assistance and back-up to people
involved in a variety of individu-
ally chosen community settings.



independence
reconsidered

Many human servke policies Wendy independence
as a central mope. But I do not. Independeme can't be
an ceganinuional purpose if k is understood as being able
to do for oneself, without extra help. Meet people with
severe disabilities need continuing extra help and many of
them rely on Inman semi= for at least pan of that help.
Most people's abilitio can be enhmced awl mint people
can ot a substamial pan of the extra help they need from
family members and friends, classmmes, co-workers, and
other ordinary peopk. But a service thin Notifies its
distinctive contribudon as ueadng people so they will do
for themselves makes a promise to severely disabled
people that existing technology won't allow it to keep. An
mganization bowl to this mown understanding of
independence will avoid people k is teclmically incompe-
tent to serve. Of course, people unable to manage without
extra help can be in charge of their own lives. Most people
with severe disabilities can set goals for themsehu and
express preferences about the way they want to live. Many
people with severe disabilities can supervise their helpers.
Human service policies and practices can promise people
with severe disabilities assistance in pursuing a desirable
personal future and backing to control their own lives.

Barriers to clarifying & negotiating
organizational purpose

Uncertain tecimciogy

When the people who rely on a human service
experience severe disabilities, defining and negotiating
organizational purpose is problematic for three reasons: the
uncertainty of technology, the endurance of prejudice
against people with severe disabilities, and the rigidity of
most available human service funding.

CI The effects of available technology we uncenain.
Most people with severe disabilities can expect
significant help with mobility, health, communica-
tion, productivity, and learning new things.They can
expect the people who assist them in these arms to
continuously improve the effectiveness of assistance
(Snell. 1988). But cure lies beyond reasonable expec-
tation and this complicates discussion of purposes.
Some people find it hard to value activities that open

What's worth working for? I 11



oppramnities and offer support to peopk without
promising same form of technical fix. Sou people
fhxl it easkr w cope wkh the iznpiession that a
person with a severe disability should accept fate than
wkh the fact that real change can happen but not cure.
Some people with iniessional skills find k difficult
to acbiowledge the limits ri their expertise and au-
thority.

Prcludies & Exclusion 0 People with severe disabilities face ingrained social
prejudice which molts in their exclusion from
everyday life. The prejudices that justify exclusion
conuol many people's thinking about what makes
sense for people with disabilities. Confronting
prejudke means challenging and chmiging arrange-
Merits that many people believe make so much sense
that akematives seem absurd or unthinkable.

In an environment shaped by exclusion, it has
come to make sense to leave people with dis-
abilities out of ordinag classrooms, workplaces,
and homes until their disability has been repaired
by heroic individual and professional efforts in a
succession of carefully graduated service envi-
ronments (Taylor, 1988).

In an environment shaped by exclusion, it makes
sense to assign full responsibility for all of the
effects of prejudice and twrvice failure to the
person with a disability and to redefine collective
failure in medical terms a, individual chronicity
(Ferguson, 1988).

There is no reliable technology for engineering
changes in community life, or, for that matter, within
service settings. Shifting the social patterns that
exclude and blame people with severe disabilities
require; person to person, setting by setting effort.
Worse yet, service policy makeis and providers who
want change in conununity practices and attitudes
encounter the necessity of confronting and changing
themselves as their efforts at changing community
members become entangled in the consiraints of their
own system. Many service policy makeis and provid-

Whars worth working for? / 12 114011104
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Fund's. impositions

A vicious circle:

Distorted account of
performance

Infix (--"T
policies

Leadership through purpose

es experienceundersiandable relmance to assume
purposes which call for so nv .Lh thange.

D Most hinders don't pay to assist people to lead bener
lives; they pay for slms, seats. beds, placements,
active treatment, or preparation for competitive
employment. A growing proportion of service provid-
ers aze virtually Molly owned subsidiaries of funding
sources which impose purposes and procedures. Many
service mows righdy believe that personal and
organizaticaral survival depewis on carrying art the
funder's prposes and requirements, as defined by the
ftmder's agents and monkeys. And when fkindez
expectations vary from local experience, fear of
failure drives providers to act as if the emperor is
fashionably dressed. As wie residential provider said.

People are supposed to flow from here to independ-
ence because of the training programs we run. That
doesn' t work for the people here. Just because they
need some personal attendant care, they are stuck
here. And all the training programs we run aren' t
going to change that enough to make a difference.
But (the system] doesn' t care about that. They
don't want to hear. All that matters to them is that
we are recording enough hours of active treatment
every day to keep the money flowing. That makes a
big part of our job a joke.

This leaves policy makers with a distorted picture of
the situation they manage and providers with little
incentive or energy to explore and negotiate purpose.

Effective leadership clarifies and strengthens pur-
pose by focusing the organization's energy on fulfilling
promises it can keep that will assist people to lead better
lives. Anyone involved with the organization can exercise
leadership in clarifying purpose by assisting people in the
organization to deal with these complex issues:

What's worth working tor? / 13
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Service Accomplishments

1

Continuous
inwroviunoint

WtrXs worth working for? / 16

A clear vision of an inclusive conununity sets direc-
tion. Organizational purposes klentify the distinctiveways
a human servke organizadon =tributes to building inclu-
sive community by assisting people with severe disabilities
to discover and pursue desirable personal Awes in ways
that suppcet valued experiences. Clearly defined accom-
plishments guide daily work in terms of purpose and
vision.

Making progress toward the vision depends on
continuous improvement in capacity to manage the prob-
lems created by assisting people with seven disabilities to
take their place in community life. Service Accomplish-
ments set boundaries on solutions to the SUritill of gob-
ions that arise as leaders align service resources with
people's desires for a posidve future.

Progress on problems comes through a cycle of
work in which a person with a disability, family and
friends, and service staff define steps toward a desirable
personal future, identify opportunities for and obstacles to
taking these steps, involve other people as necessary, plan
and take action to develop opportunities and supports,
negotiate the conflicts arising from action, review what
worked and what didn't work, and identify the next step.
Maintaining and allocating resources through thb
cycle, over time and in harmony with vision and organ-
izational purpose* creates good quality services (Dem-
ing, 1986).

Define steps toward
a desirable future

Review what worked identify obstacles
& what didn't work

1
Negotiate conflicts Involve others

Act to create opportunities
& provide support

110112C42
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The (linkage:
Interdependence

Au Wing people to
contribute

The challenge:
Development

Assisting mole to
exercise choice

Whars worth wOrking for? / 18

1,1i t commtmity prticipadon challenges all people to
live imerdependently.

-) A human service program focused on supporting
contribution will mobilize its to assist people
with sevme disabilities to discover and express their
gifts and capacities.

A wowing number of peopk with severe disabilities
will contribute to others' lemming, enjoyment, and well
being m companions, fellow students, team mates, co-
workers, and associates.

People will have the help they need to explore their
interests and capacities, to devekop Allis, to preserve
health awl mobility, to commtmicate effectively and
ccefidently, and to increase self-control and attention.

Facilitating evetyone's contribution challenges all people
to invest in recognizing ;mid developing human resources.

4 A human service program focused on promoting choice
will mobilize its tesources to assist people with severe
disabilities to increase control over their own lives.

A growing number of people with severe disabilities
will set goals that are personally meaningful, express
personal preferences, and manage the assistance they
receive.

People unable to make decisions for themselves be-
cause of age or extent of disability will have a strong
personal relationship with a guardian who manages
only those areas of life in which the person is incompe-
tent.

People will have the help they need to express their
preference& defme personal goals, and try to attract the
support they need from others to pursue their goals.

2i



The challenge:
Resolving =Act

Assisting peo;ge to
experience crag*

Tho challenge:
Giving up otertotypoe

People will pt necessary assistance to humpret their
envinmment, to understand oder people's expectstions
and conditions for cooperation, to figure out smisfying
ways to pursue what they want, to commtmicate efkc-
tively, to negotiate =filets, to limit risks, and to men-
age du good and bad =sequences of their &Alfons.

Promoting choice challenges all people to creatively remlve
C011fittIL

A human service program focused on encouraging
valued social roles will mobilize its tesources to assist
people with sevt-re disabilities to experience the dignity
and status associated with posiively regarded activities.

A growing number of pevle with seven disabilities
will take their place and be recognized as good neigh-
bors, conuibuting classmates, active members, friends,
home owners, productive wage earners, and good
citizens.

People will gu necessary assistance to locate and fill
valued social roles in community setdnp, meet or
change the ordinary expectations of other people in the
settings, deal effectively with prejudiced or stereotyped
responses from others, and present themselves posi-
tively.

Human service programs will pay rigorous attention to
eliminating stigmatizing effects of their own practices
(Wolfensberger & Thomas, 1983).

Encouraging valued social roles challenges all people to
discard stereotypes; see other people as as individuals; and
repair the damage done by past prejudiced treatment.

%furs worth working for? / 19



Aosioeng owls to
Sham oniony plows

The challenge:
Indusion

The relationship of service ac-
complishments to valued
exceriences:

A human service pzopam focused on community
presence will mobilize its resources to assist people with
severe disabilides to share the ordinary places and acdvi-
ties of ordinary comminthy life.

A growing number of people with severe disabilities
will tne a growing variety of mdinny comtmuthy
seuinp at the same time and in similar ways to other
citizens.

People will get necessay assistance to identify useful
or enjoyable conmumity sating& to get to and from a
variety of ordinary places safely, and to participate
effectively.

Increasing comnumity presence challenges all people's
willingness to include everyone.

The diagram on the next page summarizes the relationship
between valued experiences for people and service accom-
plishments.



Encouraging )
Valued Social Roles

Valued oxperionces for

Pea PUN

Are created by pooOes own efforts

and the efforts of friends. famay and

communinty members, and are

assisted by these accomplishments

of human service providers:

CCommunity Panicipatior)

C7romoting Choice ) (Supporting Contribution)

( Community Presence )

) 2
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Conclusion

0 Practice reversing typical service panerns: instead of
listing ways the pawn shoold change, identify oppccm-
nities and suppons that would offer the person new, posi-
tive esperksices; instead of gathering information about
the pemon, gather information about the community;
instead of compiling the person, 108 the person control.

0 Carefully evaluate the arganizaticm's capacity from the
point of vkw of the five service accomplishments Ask
the people who rely on the prcgram and their families
and Maids to evaluate the program's effectiveness in
promoting choice, nem conuibudon, presence, and re-
lationships. Plan and negotiate ways to reallocate re-
mixes to inctease capacity.

Developing high quality human services for people
with severe disabilities demands active engem= in
complex, emotionally charged, ambiguous situations. It
calls for reallocation of service resources. worldng outside
traditional boundaries, and renegotiation of the service's
position in connnunity life. This essendal work calls for the
motivation arising from a vision of inclusive community,
the boundaries set by a clear and realistic sense of organ-
izational purpose, and the focus offered by well defined
service accomplishments. It requires effective leadership
from service workeit people with disabilities, and their
families and friends if all those concemed are to face the
difficult problems of creating high quality services and to
make progress toward resolving them.
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